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	William Dykes grew up like many kids do now in Riverside.  He grew up with his parents and went to school at what is now Poly High School.  He was working in his parent’s plants nursery when he heard the news about Pearl Harbor and America entering the war.  After he heard the news he said that he was glad that the U.S. had finally gotten into the war.  He was drafted to join the service in his senior year of high school and began his service with the military.
	He immediately joined the Army Air Force after being drafted and was labeled as an Aviation cadet because of his high test scores and began his training at Buckley Field.  In 1943, he washed out of the cadet program.  After that he went to radio school where he washed out and went to Aerial Gunners School where he scored so highly on the test that they kept him on as an instructor.  Yet he felt a nagging need to fly and participate in the war in Europe.  After two futile attempts to be transferred his Commander finally allowed him to be assigned to a crew as a tail gunner in Europe.
	Once he arrived in Europe he was in the 392nd Bombardment group of the 8th Air Force stationed at the air base in Wending, England.  His crew stayed together the whole war and ended up flying 16 missions of over Europe during the war.  Dykes probably had the most dangerous job out of his crew as the tail gunner.  As a tail gunner in addition to his flying gear he had to wear 30 pounds of flak equipment.  Then he had to fit his large frame in to the tail gun turret at the back of the plane which resembled a glass thimble hanging off the back of the plane.  Once inside the extremely cramped quarters, which by the way the temperature was an average of 50 degrees below zero; he would scarcely be able to move for the length of the mission, which lasted between seven to nine hours.  Aside from the conditions inside the turret, a tail gunner was in the most vulnerable point of the plane.  Once German fighters located the plane, the average life expectancy of a tail gunner was fourteen seconds.  Even with this Dykes survived all 16 of the missions unscathed.
	The most famous and substantial mission in which Dykes flew had to have been Regensburg.  Regensburg was a city in southern Germany that Dykes plane was ordered to bomb on April 11, 1945.  Once they began bombing, his plane was being bombarded with flak so heavily that the pilot was forced to leave the group of bombers he was flying with so that he could avoid getting hit.  It was Estimated that the flak-bursts were seventy every five seconds, this covered a box of thirty-six aircraft, about a fourth of a mile square.  It was on this mission that Dykes made a vow with himself that if he survived he would never complain again.  His plane was now detached from the group and running dangerously low on fuel as it flew over Belgium.  Luckily they found a temporary airfield and were able to land and refuel without any harm to their crew.
	After World War II Dykes was called to active duty for one year and then was held in the Air Force Reserve until the conflict in Korea began.  He was on vacation at Sequoia National park when he heard about the war starting.  During the war he worked at an underground radar station in San Pedro, California.  His stations responsibility was to protect Southern California; his duty assignment was that of an intelligence specialist.  His main threat throughout the war was the Soviets.  There was a Soviet spy that lived across the street from their station that was trying to get a schedule of when the station closed down for one hour for maintenance.  They would drive him crazy because they had no schedule and would open and close whenever they felt like it.  He also intercepted some classified soviet documents having to do with attacks on Southern California.  He finished off the Korean wear not having to see any combat.
	After he left the military he worked as a state police officer for two years, he then spent over thirty-one years with the coroner’s office.  When he retired in 1986 he was a coroner.  He said that his military background was very helpful in his police work.  He also said that he has lived up to the vow he made and when he finds himself complaining he takes himself back to his fateful mission over Regensburg where he made the vow.  His service to the military over two wars has been invaluable and has helped us preserve the freedoms we live with and enjoy today.


